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Inlet (power cord plug-in port)





Power cord





※Lace the yellow hose 
　as instructed in the 
　left description.



※If the torsion is 
severe, it is 
removed once 
and fixed again 
so that the 
torsion severity 
is less

①Match the groove of hose from arm 
　unit and projection of hose from main 
　body, then insert it along the groove.

②Lock the both 
　parts while pushing.Projection

Groove

Arm
 unit side

M
ain body side

※Turn the 
　both parts 
　firmly till 
　the end.
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※Tighten the 
screws lightly at 
first and 
retighten the 
screws firmly by 
the hex wrench 
of accessory.

Screw the Arm unit.
The remote control stand is also screwed together during remote control stand 
fixation. When screwing them as follow. 
① ② ③posterosuperioe
 Remote control stand is usually fixed in left hand side.
 Press the arm unit firmly toward to the frame and screw it.





4.

After the installation of armrest, 
check if there is any dislocation 
in the back of armrest.

Check if there is 
any dislocation.





Insert the connector of the power cord into the inlet 
(power cord insertion port) at the lower right of the 
rear side of the main body.
Insert it firmly.
Do not use any electrical cables 
other than the supplied cord.
Check that the power cord, 
remote control cord, or power 
plug is not damaged or that 
there is no dust on the power plug.

Connector
Inlet

Mount the power cord

Insert the power plug and connector to the root without fail and do not allow dust to adhere.











































































Is the power plug or the connector 
on the main unit side missing?

Plug the power plug into the outlet and 
insert the connector to the inlet.

Is the power plug or the connector 
on the main unit side missing?

Plug the power plug into the outlet and 
insert the connector to the inlet.
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